GERMANS DEFY ORDER TO KEEP OUT OF RUHR

Knollin, 1922 Track Captain of Wisconsin, Weeps Over Loss of Aptos

Albert Knollin, captain of the Wisconsin track team last spring, was on hand yesterday at the University of Notre Dame in South Bend, Ind., for the explanation of the German gas attack which took place there.

Knollin was one of the best high jumpers on the team and was expected to become an outstanding star in the track meets which are scheduled to take place here at the University of Notre Dame before the end of the semester.

He said that his last visit to the University of Notre Dame was in 1922 when he was a member of the track team.

VAUDEVILLE IS WELL RECEIVED BY ENTHUSIASTS

200 W. A. A. Women Held Roll Call Night at Englert Theatre

Playing before an enthusiastic audience, a W. A. A.-sponsored vaudeville show was held at the Englert Theatre last night.

The performances included a variety of acts, ranging from music and dance to magic and comedy. The audience was enthusiastic throughout the show.

ROAD PLAYS ARE INVESTIGATED BEFORE THE SOCIAL COMMITTEE

Real plus which are known to be in the W. A. A. committee are not only enjoyed by the institutions but also by the students of the university.

The performances included a variety of acts, ranging from music and dance to magic and comedy. The audience was enthusiastic throughout the show.

LAEMMLE OFFERS $1000 FOR BEST MOVIE SCENARIO

Scholarship to Be Given for Motion Picture Synopsis

Notice has been received from Professor H. A. Hecht, president of the University of Iowa, that a scholarship to be offered in the name of the late C. J. Laemmle, a motion picture pioneer, will be established by the University.

The Laemmle Scholarship is to be given to the student who submits the best scenario, which is to be judged by a panel of experts. The scholarship will be awarded to the student who submits the best scenario, which is to be judged by a panel of experts.

The outstanding feature of the competition is the payment of a large prize, which will be awarded to the student who submits the best scenario, which is to be judged by a panel of experts.

The competition is open to all students in the University of Iowa, and is a way for the University to support the development of young talent in the field of motion picture production.

The competition is open to all students in the University of Iowa, and is a way for the University to support the development of young talent in the field of motion picture production.

SKATING TOURNEY WILL BE SATURDAY

Men And Women of University Are Invited to Take Part in Tournament

The program of the events for the final winter meet of the University of Iowa has been announced. The tournament will be an exciting one, with teams from various universities from all over the state.
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NEW DRESSES
Selected Especially for the University Miss

Individual styles distinctly youthful—appealing because of their charming grandeur manner.
Bouffant skirts fall below a tight bodice; berdine collared in old lace, quickly old fashioned yet elegantly new fashioned. Old fashioned, new sleeves and the employ, most of the new trimmings newly applied give a character to these frocks that are certain to win the approval of the particular miss.
See them soon.

Dolly Henderson
College Shop
2414 So. Clinton Street
Above Price's Flower Shop

---

Sunday, February 13
Regular council at its meeting Thursday night at its home in Bella Vista place.

Chi Omega Initiates
Chi Omega security announces the initiation of Margaret Hans All of Des Moines, Dorothy Rogers All of Waukee, Gladys Hargrove All of Waukee, Margaret Quinzel All of Waukee, Doris Mathes All of Waukee, and Dorothy Kline All of Waukee.

Silk Xpsilon Initiates
Silk Xpsilon security announces the initiation of Miss Gluck All of Waukee, Christine Dorsett All of Ottumwa, Student Names: Dorsett.

The names received are at an informal dancing party last Sunday night at West Lawn, the campus square.

Miss McCloud Becomes Home Guest
Miss Mary McCloud A3 of Des Moines, is a home guest of the Knox County security.

To Entertain Staff and Circle
Elizabeth Ensign A4 of Iowa镂, will entertain the members of Staff and Circle at dinner Thursday night.

Send
"Her"
Whitman's FOR VALENTINE

SOPHIE'S
2 STORES

---
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**MEMORIAL UNION WELL UNDER WAY**

26 Men Have Already Accepted Positions As Commanders

The Iowa Memorial Union will be dedicated after a military organization ceremony of the military standing division commanders on Tuesday, February 13, 1923.

There will be general booth idea in Iowa City from which the covering will be made. A booth idea and fifty divvies will cover the missions within the state and the cities within. An alumni has been anticipated as division commander in all the various divisions, selected in each organization s and Attorney James L. Thornell of Ames, Story county; for the years to come.

The Iowa Memorial Letter s have been se nt Alumni in everyone who can bring a

**Senior Laws, In Pseudofuturistic Garb, Maintain Iowa's Customs and Traditions**

___...All gentlemen of the law,\nWho strives mightily to but\nAnd drink and eat as friends.\n
With this Shakespearean quote, Judge Homer I. Moine Bar Association formerly of the Iowa Supreme Court, made a student in the university to write a

He never yet has called upon

But Not Equality". Tonight Dr. J. Moore gave a talk on

His talk upon

These meet-

Following the practice of

To make plans for the playing of the

**Semi-Finals To Be Feb. 15**

Yes, there are many things that a woman can do well as a man, if not better.

A Flyper Can Do More

SEE "THE MARRIED FIDDLER"

**For Her" Valentine Gift We suggest**

**JEWELRY THAT ENHANCES BEAUTY**

JOHN HANDS & SON

Jewelers and Opticians

Doesn't your diamond need restyling?

"Gifts That Last"

**History Professors Edit Book on Modern European Civilization**

A new book, entitled "Women's and Feminism European University," by Prof. H. G. Rosen and Prof. C. E. Foltin, both of the University of Chicago, has recently been edited by the two authors.

The book contains four sections, each one dealing with a different aspect of the subject. The first section, "Women's and Feminism in European University," covers the historical development of women's education in Europe, from ancient times to the present day. The second section, "Women's and Feminism in European University," focuses on the role of women in European society, including their contributions to science, art, and culture. The third section, "Women's and Feminism in European University," examines the impact of European women's movements on modern society, and the fourth section, "Women's and Feminism in European University," looks at the future of women's education in Europe.

The book is divided into four parts, each part containing a series of essays on a particular topic. The essays are written by leading experts in the field, and cover a wide range of issues, from the historical background of women's education to the latest developments in the field. The book is intended for a wide audience, including students, researchers, and anyone interested in the history of women's education in Europe.

**Spring Fashions Are Here**

Clover leaf suit models just in from New York— the very stylish wear on Fifth Avenue today. The newest suit of the season, the dress-up suit and the knockabout suit.

Here are some smart suits for dating and general wear in plaid, rough mixtures and canvas hair; the soft suit is smart, the full suit, variously dressed, beautifully lined and embroidered.

**2000 YEARS OF PAPER**

University students now enough examination paper in a year to pa-

**Rent A Ford**

— DRIVE IT YOURSELF —

Phone 607

**Yellow Taxi Line**

DAY AND NIGHT SERVICE

200 East College St.

Phone 25 or 26

**BOOK AND CRAFT SHOP**

Gifts of Distinction

124 East Washington
The Engineering of a Curling Iron

What sort of engineering is it that makes a study of the needs and the interests of women and creates products to satisfy them? Does it seem, that in practice, at least this sort of thing is different from your average engineering job? It takes a bit of both and integrates them in a new and broader way; but its big job is that of making more living—fully living—readily available.

It is, in every aspect, a thing worth doing, whether it concerns itself with the development of new products, or the expansion of the thousands of products in between.

This is truly the day of the engineer. His judgments and his engine are sought out in almost every phase of living. Engineering is making the business of housekeeping. Its methods are being applied to merchandising, to distribution, to the wrapping of bundles and the packing of boxes, to the lighting of streets and of hundreds of things that a few years back, were strictly "out-of-thumbs." By the time you are out west in the world, there will be more men and women than there are only a few of them left.

Whatever is worth doing is worth doing well. Engineering, engineering effort dignifies.--H. G. Wells. Whether it puts more usefulness into transformers or curling irons or turbines does not matter. The thing that counts is the work, the constructive, creative service that is going on for the last benefit of mankind.
One of the greatest motion picture stars, Douglas Fairbanks, has just made an appearance in the Strand Theatre. His film, "The Three Musketeers," was a hit with the audience. Fairbanks is known for his dramatic abilities and his way with a sword. The film is a classic and is still enjoyed today.

Another popular film playing in the Strand is "Easy Street," a film starring Charlie Chaplin. Chaplin's distinctive walking style and ability to tell a story through his slapstick humor has entertained audiences for decades. "Easy Street" is a wonderful example of Chaplin's talent.

In addition to these films, there are other notable movies playing in the Strand. "The Great Dictator," a film starring Charlie Chaplin and directed by his brother Stan, is a must-see. The film is a satirical look at the Nazi regime and has become a classic of its genre.

Other films playing in the Strand include "The Thief of Bagdad," a swashbuckling adventure that has been a favorite of moviegoers for years. "The Adventures of Robin Hood," starring Errol Flynn, is another classic film that is playing in the Strand. Flynn's portrayal of the titular character is a highlight of the film.

The Strand Theatre is a great place to see some of the best films ever made. Whether you are a fan of silent films or modern classics, the Strand has something for everyone.
was part of the entertainment on the The GIOGBE mnlle. IU r pret OJIarle. LO REN Lawrenee Howard Marion W. ev id enced by an account of sorority life Zoe C. Lemley Alexander Sitting arc growing for this loss by developing self reliance and add another feat to its rather meager list of Canal , life unhampered by narrow convention, free from within or without its of Managua and Nicaragua, where anchoragc which the account pictures them to be in Eut Iowa Avenue Sheakley Sandahl Tohn .....

The Panama canal may b e the Nicaragua canal is certainly to be structuted at some time in the future. The sooner this is, the more advantages it will have.

CONTEMPORARY OPPORTUNITY
(\New York World)

THE RETURN OF WAGNER

In "Tannhaiser," announced for production at the Metropolitan Opera House, New York, the fifth of the Wagner operas in its original tongue will be restored to the theater's repertoire for the first time since 1915 by the Y. W. C. A. At that time there were only three soprano managers, the tour was carried on with the cooperation of the Metropolitan that the public indicated the least success beyond the two that were on hand the other works that were once an important part of the opera's material will be restored to their old place as rapidly as possible. For years, many Wagner works were heard in the performances at our opera house. The cordiality with which the New York world has been received shows that the public is willing to bear again operatic which were formerly a hallmark of the institution's prosperity. There has been scarcely any time since the appearance of the operas at the Metropolitan that the account pictures the most
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At Last

They are Here!

Those of you who have been so patiently waiting for our "Little Bit from East" to get here, will finally be joining in knowing that we have just received a big shipment of this easy and just in time for Valentine's day.

Remember we don't charge a cent for wrapping or mailing.

If New Englander needs a good Valentine's Day present, let it be one of fancy dress, the questiion now is to be turned into a musical incident and become the subject of all the ordinary for the Saint Valentine's freak.

Of course, if the occasion is to be a dance, the theme, so it is usually said, so there is always a little theme which has been dissolved which can turn into a funny dress costume. A flirty group of gowns or garters can be viewed out at the hips and ribbons hanging from the decorated highest, expanding red paper hats.

Hearts of different sizes may be patched together and Halls in any combination, choosing spots or here places.

A white dress may be fixed up in the most singular shape of a dress and tinted. By putting closing to the hearts and covering the green with these, the effect is quite stunning. One can make a pretty bodice by cutting sundresses in convex shape, putting in with silver or gold and applying little waxes made of various colored sealing waxes. Again, the Christmas tree decorations may come in handy, for by making varnished Christmas tree ornaments and letting them dip upon the silver or glass, one can get the jeweled affect.

The Old-fashioned Girl

St. Valentine's Day always seems to call for the old-fashioned girl with powdered wig and bonnet-cutter curls. One need only add a little here and there, a coquettish phrase of verse, a dainty expression of surprise, and the young lady of olden days will be re-created.

In these days when flappers may be seen on every door dressed in pantaloons, one might be inclined to call on some of the old-fashioned ideas of other days. The old-fashioned flapper girl with the curly ruffled skirt and the double shaded yarns and dressings with a素养 of a "High School Girl" would indeed be a sight and one feel sure that any girl who attempted to be up to find hers-elf the belle of the ball.

But one forgets there are no ballasts at the balls these days, for the modern girls don't wait for boys to adopt
tent bails, but chic ways and great patterns for themselves.

Nevertheless, the same affairs of the heart will exist today as did in grand parents' time. - But the Saint Valentine's Day dance for is not a Saint Valentine's day and every little flapper should try to meet the requirements for the Saint Valentine's dance.

In this flapper age, the girl who forgets that she is a 1920 flapper or Saint Valentine's eve and advent after her bust by the conventional one for the ordinary for the Saint Valentine's freak.

The School Of Music Offers Many Courses During The Summer

The course of music will include a number of courses of studies that are now undertaken more than one semester.

This shoe is the guaranteed correct size. Pay postman and save a hundred per cent solid leather, no cork heel, no leather, diet and waterproof. The actual value of this shoe is $8.50. Offering to this tremendous buy we can offer relief to the public at this time. Send correct size. Pay postman on delivery or send money order. Two boxes are now at representative. Send your order as promptly as possible.

NATURAL BAY STATE SHOE COMPANY 206 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
23 Overcoats
All We Have
At One Low Price

YOUR CHOICE
$23

They are all made by Hart Schaffner & Marx
They are all wool
They are all guaranteed from past seasons

For some reason or other these other coats have not sold; we don't know why. They are as good materials as any we have workedmanship is the best. Models that will be worn a year from now. None made to sell for under forty dollars, some as high as sixty. They come in the following sizes:

Two 33, two 34, three 35, three 36, five 37, two 38, two 39, three 40

GOING TO SELL EVERY COAT THIS WEEK
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